AD&LE AND GO,
" Oh, they'll be all right/' said his sister. " I mean
the wasps.1'
Berry laughed hysterically.
" Same answer/* he said brokenly. " Jtist the same
-r-only more so/'
Two minutes later we were again upon the road.
Looking back I am continually astonished less at
the way in which Fortune played into our hands than
at that in which Nature herself abetted our enterprise.
Indeed, the whole thing wa$ so natural, and the
pieces of the puzzle fell so perfectly into place that I
cannot find it surprising that, when he regarded the
picture, Casca de Palk saw no seams, but was fooled
to the top of his bent.
What could be more natural than that wasps stodd
make their home in a fa®llow tm& ? Or that, in his
agitation, Casca should haw failed to perceive that their
nest was already tfaare ? Or tfiat,,when he found the
safe ! locked/ it should newr enter his head that the
pearls ware no longer inside ?
For all that, when someone has done you a sum, it
is easy enough to see that the answer is right, and I
think that the greatest credit is due to Piers for un-
loosing so simply what, if it had not been unloosed,
we should to this day have considered a Gordian knot.
Tired as we were, the comfortable reflections which I
haw just set down made us forget our fatigue, and, in
spite of Berry's misgivings, long before dawn the nest
had been safely dug out and lodged in the hollow oak.
Goosideriiig the nature of the operation, our casualties
were most slight. Jonah aiki Carson were each of them
stag four times, I was stung twice, and Berry and
Kera escaped. Our purpose having been effected,
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